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Project abstract
The main objective of the proposed research stage is to simulate and animate on the web
interface a ground lignite mine which works correlated with a coal-fired thermal power plant
(CFTPP) and transportation systems. Deeper goals: building internet and intranet objects for
lignite mine and CFTPP, which might be separate configurable and separate compiled, for
stand alone running; linking configured objects for complex simulation and animation with
zoom and mouse-over facilities; web publishing of the simulators; building tools for user
scenario; report- generator.
Paper abstract
In the first part of the stage we want to write a state-of-art in the field of the discrete mining
simulation: simulation aware groupware tool versus web simulation. The purpose of this part is
to identity how can we put together the experience and results witch have been done until now
for answering to the reality questions. In this part we will be strongly focused on multi-user
manner. It means that they will be used modular design of the simulation for extensible
integration and for joining together groupware and simulation. The main results of this part
will be the manner of identification of the horizontal and vertical structure of the models. The
obtained schema opinion related to the simulation process is to reproduce at the highest level
the practical situation (even the educational or other social influences if possible).

1.Introduction
Placing a real enterprise in a virtual context has many common senses. [1] resumes
very well:
- applying the best know-how while performing core tasks- leaving things to
serendipity will not achieve the benefits;
- there are not unlimited resources which means codifying that which is known;
Some tools and methods could be used: expertise profiling, knowledge mapping,
information audits/inventory, but not always results are optimally.
An enterprise is a collection of infrastructures, processes, organizational structures
and legislation and rules. An architecture of the enterprise is a formal representation
of this collection. Enterprise architecture has the purpose effectively to align the
strategies of enterprises with their business processes and their resources. An
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enterprise architecture for an organization combines and relates all architectures
describing particular aspects of that organization. META Group, for example, defines
the enterprise architecture to consist of the enterprise business architecture, the
enterprise information architecture, the enterprise-wide technology architecture, and
the enterprise application portfolio.
The main goal of enterprise architecture is to provide insight in the organizational
structures, processes and technology that make up the enterprise, highlighting
opportunities for efficiency improvements and improved alignment with business
goals.
In [2] some terms have to be fixed and:
• what is enterprise architecture and why is it important?
• what is the current state of practice in enterprise architecture?
• why should enterprises consider moving to a service-oriented enterprise
architecture?
• what are the implications of service orientation for enterprise architecture?
• what support is required for doing service-oriented enterprise architecture?
• what roadmaps exist for moving to a service-oriented enterprise architecture?
Frameworks provide structure to the architectural descriptions by identifying and
sometimes relating different architectural domains and the modeling techniques
associated with them. [2] and (ITU, 1996) define framework for architecture
specification of large distributed systems. It identifies five viewpoints on a system and
its environment: enterprise, information, computation, engineering and technology. In
this way some views might be identified: Business Architecture, Information System
Architecture and Technology Architecture.

Figure 1. Enterprise architecture layer summarized by the three KM views layer
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These non-homogenous and overlapped layers permit to draw trajectories in the frame
of enterprise architecture:
• FROM tools that try and replicate human thinking TO those that augment it
• FROM providing passive information TO delivering active intelligence
• FROM reasoning with text TO visualization and pattern discovery
• FROM logical proof TO felt experience.
An architecture method is a structured collection of techniques and process steps for
creating and maintaining an enterprise architecture. Methods typically specify the
various phases of an architecture’s lifecycle, what deliverables should be produced at
each stage, and how they are verified or tested.
2.Service concept as a leading engine
From the overview of enterprise architecture in the previous section, one can conclude
that there are two main issues in enterprise architecture today:
1. The problem of alignment between the various architectures;
2. The lack of a guiding principle for overall optimization w.r.t. an enterprise’s goals.

Figure 2. The representation of an enterprise as operational services {2].
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In our search for a possible solution to these problems we ran into the service concept.
The idea of systems (applications or components) delivering services to other systems
and their users is really starting to catch on in software engineering, witness for
example this book.
However, in other relevant disciplines there is an increasing focus on services too. In
fact, economic development is to an increasing extent driven by services, not only in
traditional service companies but also in manufacturing companies and among public
service providers (Illeris, 1997). In the service economy, enterprises no longer convert
raw materials into finished goods, but they deliver services to their customers by
combining and adding value to bought-in services. As a consequence management and
marketing literature is increasingly focusing on service design, service management
and service innovation (e.g., see Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons, 2000, or Goldstein et
al., 2002).
The resulting hierarchy corresponds to the architectural layers (business, application
and technology) defined in the architectural framework in Figure 1. Each layer makes
its external services available to the next higher layer. The external services of the
higher layer may depend on services in the same or lower architectural layers.
Business services, for example, may depend on external application services. Internal
services are used within the same architectural layer; for instance, an application
component may use services offered by another application component. External
business services could also be called ‘customer services’, i.e., services offered to the
(external) customers of the enterprise.
2.1 Applying IT techniques for separation of internal and external behavior
Following the definition of the service concept, a service should only define the
externally observable behavior of a system, not how that behavior is realized. Such
encapsulation has long been a guiding principle in software development (e.g., see
Dijkstra, 1968). It provides a mechanism for being truly platform-independent, for
substituting different implementations with the same external behavior, or interchange
different suppliers of services.
The definition of the external behavior should be in terms of the invoking processes,
systems, or users, making the added value and possible uses of the service explicit for
service consumers. It encourages cross-domain thinking and design, reducing the
semantic gaps between domains. It also facilitates the communication between
stakeholders from these different domains, such as business analysts and software
architects.
Services should be specified such that (potential) users require a minimum amount of
information to understand the external behavior of the service, and with a minimum
number of handles to operate the service for these purposes. Minimizing the shared
understanding is an enabler for the second guiding principle, as it reduces gaps from
different perspectives. These guiding principles provide directions for the
development of services and interoperability in all sorts of domains. They hold for the
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development of infrastructure services, application services, business processes and
business functions.

Figure 3. The external behavior is percept as a service [2]
Currently, optimizing an enterprise architecture, i.e., improving performance, quality
or cost effectiveness, is typically done locally, within one type of architecture.
For example, an enterprise may decide to change its business processes to improve
their efficiency. This change might require changes in the supporting applications and
IT infrastructure, and lead to changes in the organization. In this way, the enterprise
can at most achieve a locally optimal situation, because the resulting changes could
have a detrimental impact on the efficiency of the applications and on the
effectiveness of the organization as a whole. Our hypothesis is that services could
provide the overall optimizing concept currently lacking in enterprise architecture.
This hypothesis still requires validation, but is derived from the reasoning that most
enterprises nowadays belong to the service industry and compete on service levels.
Therefore their goal generally is to provide the best possible quality of service.
A wide variety of practices and processes are used in this frame. Some of the more
common ones (basics of knowledge management) are shown next:
1. Creating and Discovering Creativity Techniques
- Data Mining
- Text Mining
- Environmental Scanning
- Knowledge Elicitation
- Business Simulation
- Content Analysis
2. Sharing and Learning Communities of Practice
- Learning Networks
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- Sharing Best Practice
- After Action Reviews
- Structured Dialogue
- Share Fairs
- Cross Functional Teams
- Decision Diaries
In order to facilitate a service-oriented approach to enterprise architecture, a high-level
modeling language is needed in which the different conceptual domains can be
described at a sufficiently abstract level.
2.1 Real-time Business Service Management
Tool vendors like BMC4 recognize the importance of integrating real-time IT service
management with operational business processes and customer services. They provide
tools that propagate events at the IT level to process owners and customers; the other
way around, problem reports from users and customers can be propagated to the IT
service level. Such integrations should offer operational business-IT alignment giving
insight into real-time performance and service levels. These developments create a
strong case for service-oriented methods, since they apply service-orientation in realtime operational service management allowing services to be used for on-line
decision-making and problem solving.
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Figure 4 The simplified representation of the architecture of the enterprise
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For the Figure 4, some of the next recognized criteria could be focused [3], [4]:
1. Applications
- Enterprise Application Management
- Application Performance
- Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
- Customer Relationship Management
2. Data & Database Management
- Enterprise Data Management
- Data Synchronization
- Performance
- Database Performance
- Querying Performance
- System Performance
3. Administration
- Administrative Assistant
- Database Administration
- Recovery Management
4. Infrastructure
- Infrastructure Management
- Mainframe Management
- Application Integration Management
- Dynamic Batch Scheduling Management
- Performance Assurance™
- Infrastructure Monitoring
- Internet Management
- Network Management
- Report Distribution
- Web Services
- Server Management
5. Service
- Service Management
- Advanced Event Management
- Quality of Service
- Service Delivery Management
- Service Impact Management
- Service Level Management
- Service Support Management
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-

Change and Configuration Management
Services by Category
Education Services
Professional Services

This list of criteria covers the knowledge database focused on:
- knowledge in products;
- knowledge in people;
- knowledge in processes .
3. Maturity models
Since both service-oriented development methods and technology and standards
surrounding enterprise services are still very much under development, we may ask
ourselves what the future of service-oriented architectures will be like, and when all
these developments will finally lead to a mature, widely accepted and stable approach
for organizations to proceed with such environments.
One outlook that tries to give a realistic prognosis for the near future is that of the
Stencil
Group (see Sleeper and Robins, 2002). Their forecast with respect to the growth of the
services market emphasize three phases: the first will cover the “organic adoption of
services tools and standards” (2001-2003)- which is not effectively done, the second
the “systematic deployment of services infrastructure” (2002-2006)- which is in
progress and the third the “pervasive use of services in collaborative business
processes” (2005 and beyond).
The vision of Sleeper and Robins is partly confirmed by Sprott’s (2003) maturity
model that identifies four phases on the way of service- oriented architecture (SOA)
towards maturity: early learning (experimental, mostly internal, focused on better
application integration) which is happening now, integration (still internal, business
process oriented and based on a more mature understanding of SOA) that will start
probably in 2004 and will take three years, reengineering (services used across
organizations, and implemented as part of business products, both internal and
external) that will start in 2005 and finally the maturity (ubiquitous and federated
services, service consumer ecosystems). Nevertheless, Sprott does not predict when
we should expect maturity.
4. Conclusions. Future task
There are numerous resources available that discuss what services are, how to
implement or use them, what are their benefits in terms of costs, ROI, flexibility and
architecture integration.
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However, in contrast with the literature addressing classical enterprise and software
architectures, one can hardly find well-structured methodologies, frameworks or best
practices that might assist enterprise architects during the complex migration process
from classic enterprise architectures to SOA and services.
This is not a total surprise, because such instruments are usually developed as soon as
the expertise gathered in the application of new ideas and technologies in real
environments reach a certain critical mass, which is not yet the case with SOA: there
are few examples of fully developed and mature service-oriented enterprise
architectures. However, we can refer to a few “roadmapping” initiatives in the area of
SOA.
4.1 Future task
The next part of application related to SOA tend to focus on the details, while the best
approach to formulating a SOA strategy is to consider all aspects of the IT
infrastructure, both inside the enterprise and among the company's partners.
In the traditional "design-build-run" waterfall model lifecycle, architects create models
during the design time phase for developers to follow during the runtime phase, and
the models are then put on a shelf. In an SOA, however, the model continues to serve
a critical role on an ongoing basis. The core model in an SOA models the coarsegrained business Services that encapsulate and expose IT functionality to the business
realm. This model acts as the clearinghouse for information about what's going on in
the IT environment at any point in time. It tracks current and future business
requirements, and follows the current and future versions of the Services available on
the designed network.
The Service-oriented approach to accessing legacy data and functionality is different
from the traditional, adapter-based approach. Once a company has a requirement to
access a legacy system, developers should encapsulate that system with a Services
interface that exposes the functionality of the legacy system as atomic Web Services.
Once the encapsulation is complete, those Services are now available on the network
to meet current as well as future requirements of the business.
This described part will be a distinguished part, will be summarized in a separate work
paper. The work will cover web- based modeling medium (Scalable Vector GraphicsSVG) into the frame of Web Based Simulation Center (WBSC) and B2B [9], [10], the
manner of building the models for integrating in these concepts.
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